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This article is intended to answer a question of Heinzer and Ohm: Let R be a 
commutative ring with identity and let R’ be a flat R-algebra contained in the total 
quotient ring of R; also let I be an ideal of R and I’ = IR’. Employing Nagata’s 
definition of associated prime, if Q’ is an associated prime of I’, must Q = Q’ n R 
be an associated prime of I? Herein, we construct an example of integral domains 
R c R’ which demonstrates that the answer is no. 
In [2], the behavior of associated primes under ring extensions is explored. 
Heinzer and Ohm first consider the weak Bourbaki definition of associated 
prime and observe that the above question has an affirmative answer. 
Weakening the hypothesis slightly by dropping the assumption that R’ is 
contained in the total quotient ring of R, they then show the answer becomes 
no. Interestingly, however, while Q need no longer be a weak Bourbaki 
associated prime of 1, it must still be an associated prime of I in the (weaker) 
Nagata sense. This suggested the possibility of a stronger result if the weaker 
definition were used. Assuming R’ is actually a localization of R, one 
obtains an affirmative answer immediately from the definition. Otherwise, 
the problem remained open. 
Unfortunately, as shall be shown below, less, not more, is true when the 
Nagata definition is employed. 
To demonstrate this, we shall construct an example where R is an integral 
domain, R’ is a flat extension contained in the quotient field of R, and 
contractions of associated primes need not be associated primes. 
Before proceeding, we recall the two definitions of associated mime. 
Nagata’s terminology (5, p. 191 is “prime divisor” but we will use “N- 
prime,” following the lead of (21. 
DEFINITION. If I is an ideal in a commutative ring R, a prime Q 2 I is 
called an N-prime of I provided there exists a multiplicative set S such that 
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QR, is maximal in R, and QR, c z(Rs/IRs), where z( *) denotes the set of 
zero divisors on the module. 
DEFINITION. If I is an ideal in a commutative ring R, a prime Q is called 
a weak Bourbaki associated prime of I if there exists x E R with Q minimal 
over (I: x). 
After the construction, we shall conclude by answering a related question 
posed by Richman in [6]. 
1. THE BASIC IDEA 
The first difficulty (long overcome) lies in seeing how N-primes which are 
not associated primes in any stronger sense can arise. This is most easily 
illustrated by example. Only one basic technique for creating such primes 
will be used in this paper. Consequently we offer Example 1.2 here, showing 
that technique in its barest form. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Let K be a field, (Z,l i E Z ’ }, X, Y be indeterminates. 
Denote the field K({Z,I i fj), Zj/Y, X/Y) by kj and the discrete valuation 
ring kj [ Y](,, by Vj. The example is T, = nJE, Vj. 
T, is a one-dimensional domain. The center of any Vi on T, i.e., the non- 
units of Vj contained in T, is a height one prime and these primes are all 
distinct. The interesting thing about T, , however, is that it has one additional 
height one prime-the set of all elements in infinitely many centers. This 
prime is actually the center of another valuation ring V = K( {Zi}, X/Y)[ Y](,, 
which happens to contain T,. Each Vj is a slight alteration of V and there is 
no consistent alteration. Hence when we include infinitely many such Vj’s, V 
appears automatically. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. Employing the same notation as above, let 
Ro =K(IZiJ)lX~ Yl and M= (X, Y)R,. If T, =R,n T,, then P=Mn T, 
is an N-prime of YT,. 
Proof: Observe R, CI V and the center of V on R, is M, so P is the center 
of V on T,, Thus any element of P is contained in the center of infinitely 
many Vis. As these centers are minimal primes over YT,, P c z(T,/YT,) 
and so P, being maximal, is an N-prime of YT,. 
On the other hand, as m= YR, and m= YVj, m = YT,. 
(Here, r denotes prime radical.) Since P is not minimal over YT,, a 
radical ideal, it will not be an associated prime in any stronger sense, e.g., 
weak Bourbaki. 
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For want of a better term, I will call P a “limit prime” as it is the center of 
V, which is, in some sense, the limit of the Vis. We see how limit primes can 
be N-primes. 
An alternative way of viewing (1.2) is to think of starting with a base ring 
R, and intersecting it with an infinite set of valuation rings to induce a limit 
prime. Suppose instead we start with a more complicated base ring R,. We 
may intersect it with infinitely many infinite sets of valuation rings and 
thereby induce inlinitely many limit primes. Then, a prime coming from R, 
which is contained in the union of these limit primes will also be a 
prospective N-prime. 
Our second difficulty is the problem itself--finding a flat extension R c R ’ 
such that Q’ is an N-prime of IR ’ but Q = Q’ n R is not an N-prime of I. As 
we must have Q c z(R/I) [2, p. 2821, there must be some N-prime of I, say 
M, which contains Q. The simplest plan of attack (which works!) is to have 
a single prime M properly containing Q, to make sure that for any 
multiplicative set S which meets M, QR, & z(R,/ZR,) (or else Q would be 
an N-prime), and to allow for a flat extension R c R’ with MR’ = R’ and 
QR’ c z(R’/IR’). 
In line with the previous discussion, the problem becomes one of finding a 
pair of rings R, c RA and prescribing a desirable set of limit primes. We list 
the properties which R, should possess: 
(i) (R,, M,) will be a local four-dimensional domain. 
(ii) I, will be a height one prime and Q, will be a height three prime 
conaining I,. 
(iii) {Pi} will be a set of primes-our designated limit primes-such 
that (a) I, c 0 Pi ; (b) M, = U Pi ; and (c) for any r E MO, Q, G! U ,.qPi Pi. 
(iv> & = CL,,,. I R,. 
(v) There exists a height one prime 9, not contained in Q, or any Pi, 
such that if RA = n,,,,. ,, Pz-p R,, then .YRb = Rh. 
(vi) Q; c lJ P(, where Q;, PI denote the unique primes of Rh lying 
over Q,, Pi respectively. 
Of course, R, must be amenable to making limit primes and there are lots 
of details to check but we are now ready for the technical presentation. 
2. THE CONSTRUCTION 
We begin by constructing a suitable R, and then verify that it has the 
required properties. 
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EXAMPLE 2.1. Let X0, X, , X,, Y, W be indeterminates and let B be a 
countably infinite set of indeterminates (to be indexed later). Let A be the 
local ring Q(B)[X,,, X,, X,, Y, W](, ,x,,x,,v,w) and 1etfEA be the cubic 
polynomial X:X, + X, Xi - Xi + X0X;. Then we define R, = A/fA. 
R, is a local domain and we shall denote its maximal by MO and its 
quotient field by K. We use lower case letters to denote elements of K. The 
superscript c will be used to denote the contraction of an ideal to a subring 
when there is no danger of ambiguity. 
In order to determine the properties of R,, we shall rely heavily on 
algebraic geometry. The idea is to look at the curve C in p’(G) (projective 
2-space) determined by J C is a well-studied irreducible non-singular cubic 
curve [ 7, p. 202]-in afftne coordinates, it’s just xi + x, = xi - x,-and so f 
is irreducible and R, is a domain as claimed. 
Next we note that the point (0, 0, 1) E C has infinite order in the divisor 
class group [7, p. 2021. Algebraically, this means that in the ring B = 
(C Fll9 _xI 7 >* lw,.x,,x2) )/(J), the prime ideal which corresponds to this 
point, (X0, X,) B, is not the radical of a principal ideal. As C has infinite 
transcendence degree over Q, we may define an embedding ~1: R, + B 
such that p(xi) = Xi. Then, setting 9 = (x~, xi) R,, we note that if 9 were 
the radical of a principal ideal, then (fO, X,) B would also be. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let R, and .P be as above. Then 
(i) R, is integrally closed. Thus it is a Krull domain and has the 
form nPllt. I R, (where each R, is a discrete valuation ring). 
(ii) .-Y is not the radical of a principal ideal. 
(iii) Setting RI, = npht. ,,p+,p R,, we obtain .F’R/, = Rh. 
(iv) RA is a Jlat R-module. 
ProoJ (i) First we show that the ring B = C[X,,, X,, X,]cx,,x,,x,,/(f) is 
integrally closed. By [3, p. 1251, it is enough to show that B, is a regular 
local ring for Pht. 1 and depth B, > 2 whenever ht. P > 1. Since B is 
obviously Cohen-Macaulay, the depth condition is immediate. For the 
height one case, it is more than enough to check all height one localizations 
of C K, 3 X, 7 X, Iltf 1. H owever, this ring is the affine coordinate ring of the 
variety in A3(C) determined by f. This variety is non-singular except at the 
origin and a localization of the coordinate ring at a prime other than 
(fO, x1, x2), in particular any height one prime, will be a regular local ring. 
Next, Qh, x1 7 4~X0.X,,X2~ = B n Q(x,, x1, x2) must also be integrally 
closed. Finally, noting that R, is obtained from Q[x,, x,, xZ]cXO,XI,XZJ by 
adjoining indeterminates and localizing, we see that R, is integrally closed. 
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The second statement is immediate because Noetherian integrally closed 
domains are Krull domains [ 1, p. 4821. 
(ii) Noted previously. 
(iii) DenoteR,nQ(B)(x,,x,,x,) by R* and R~nQ(B)(x,,x,,x,) 
by (R*)‘. Obviously, (R*)’ is the (9 n R *)-transform of R *. Since R * is 
an affine normal ring of dimension two over a field, such a transform is 
finitely generated [4, p. 531 and is just the affine ring of D(Y n R *). Thus 
(LP n R *)(R *)’ = (R *)’ and (iii) follows. 
(iv) We employ the characterization that Rh is a flat R,-module o for 
each prime P of R,, either PR; = R/, or (R,,)P 16, p, 7951. This is immediate 
from the preceding paragraph. 
Notation. We let Z,,=yRO, Q,,= (x,,,xZ,y, w -xI)R,, a height three 
prime, {Pili odd}= ((y, w,P)R,]Pht. 1 prime of Q(B)[x,,x,,x,],,,,~ and 




(ii) M, = lJ Pi. 
(iii) For any I E MO, Q, ti UreP, Pi* 
(iv) 9 d Q, ; 9 d Pi for any i. 
(v) Zf QA, Pi denote the unique primes of RI, lying over Q,, Pi 
respctively, then QA c lJ Pi. 
Thus R, satisfies properties (i)-(vi) listed in Section 1. 
ProoJ (i) and (iv) are trivial. For (ii), we consider the ring R,/(y, w) R, 
and observe that a,‘= Uiodd Pi because 2 is not the radical of a principal 
ideal. Thus M, = lJiodd Pi. 
To prove (iii), take any r E M, ; we must find an element E Q. such that 
t & UrePiPi. Multiplying by a unit, we may assume r E C4($)[x0,x,, 
x2, y, w]. So we can write r = rl + wr2 + yr,, where rl E Cl(3)[x,, x,, x2]. 
We shall reduce to the case r = r, by showing r, E Pi 3 r E Pi. For i odd, 
y, w E Pi and so r, E Pi o r E Pi. For i even, observe that Pi c Q, forces 
Pin Q(P)[x,, x, , x2] to be (0) or (x0, x2). However, the second case would 
mean Pi = (x0, x,, y) R, and this is contained in (x0, x2, y, w) R, = Pi for 
some odd j. Thus Pin a@))[ x,,,x,,x~]= (0) and r,&P,. So we can 
assume r E Q(Z)[x,, x,, x2]. If r E Q,, t = r is the desired element. 
Otherwise, r E q, where q is a height one prime of Q(B)[x,, x,, x21w; other 
than .Y”’ (which cannot equal m) or (x,, x,). We write r = t, + x, t, where 
t, E Q(-q[x,, x*1; note r, E M,,* t, EM, 3 t, E Q,. Next we claim 
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r = S, + x,sZ where s, E Q, and s2 6? q. If t, @ q, we already have it; 
otherwise (1, + x,x2) + xl(t, -x2) works. Finally, let t = r - ws2 = 
s, + (x, - w) s, . If i is odd, t E Pi o r E Pi. For i even, t & Pi ever because 
the only height one prime containing t which does not contract to a height 
one prime of Q(B)[ x,,, x1, x2] (t is linear in w!) is contained in (q, w, y) R,. 
To check (v), it suffices to show every height one prime P* contained in 
Q, is contained in some Pi. Clearly, (P*,y) R, is contained in a height two 
prime of R, inside Q,, which necessarily has the form (P, y) R, where P is a 
height one prime of a(%)[~,, x1, x2, w]. The definition of {PiI i even} 
assures us that (P, y) c Pi for some i. 
This completes the first phase. Now we must define valuation rings to 
make the Pi’s limit primes. 
Consider any height one prime P of R,. Letting 2 = {,, n 
~(xO,xl,xZ,y, w), there are two cases: (i) P n Z? # (0). Here P = (P f’l R) R, 
since R, is just a localization of a polynomial ring over 8. (ii) P n l? = (0). 
Here U~(X,,, x, , x2, y, w) c (RJp and so P corresponds to a height one prime 
of Q(4), Xl, x2, Y, ~)[a]. Consequently, P may be specified by a single 
irreducible polynomial which necessarily involves only finitely many 
members of 8. Call this finite subset J*(P) and note that 
P= (PnQ(%*(P)[~,,,x,,x~,y, WI&R,,. Finally observe that the 
conclusion we drew in case (i) is really the special case of our case (ii) 
conclusion when X*(P) = 0. Thus we can consider both cases 
simultaneously. 
Utilizing these observations, we define a doubly indexed subset 
{zij(i,j E L ’ ) of B as follows: Assume {zij] i < n) has been defined so that 
Z - {zijl i < n} is infinite. Recalling that P, either has the form (y, w, Fn) R, 
or the form (y, p”) R, where pfl is a height one prime, we observe that 
P - (zijli < n} - S*(p,,) is still infinite. We divide this last set into two 
infinite sets and index the first {z,] jE Z + }. The second gives 
P - {zij] i < n + 1 } infinite, allowing us to continue. Our numbering yields 
the important property, “For fixed n, (z,,~] n 2’*(p,,) = 0.” 
Next, for each i, j E Z +, we must define a valuation ring on a(-ZJx,,x,, 
x,z ,y, w). Fix i, j. Suppose i is odd. Then, since zii 6? 3 *(Pi), Pi = 
ping(8 - {zijl>[ x0, xi, x2] will be a height one prime. Thus we have a 
discrete galuation ring f[, = Q(B - {zij})[x,, x1, x*]F,. Pick Uij E R, n Fij 
so that Pi Vii = uij V,. Noting that uij/zij, y/zij, wl_zij give the same purely 
transcendental extension of the quotient field of Vii that zij, y, w do, we 
obtain Vij by localizing the polynomial ring tij[~ij/~ij, y/zij, w/zij] at the 
height one prime generated by uij. Trivially, the center of Vij on Q[P ] [x, , 
x1 9 x2, y, w] is just $, y, w, zii) = (PF, zij). If i is even, we proceed 
similarly. In this case, Pi = pi f7 Q(B - {zij})[xO, x,, x2, w]. We obtain Vij 
by localizing pij[uij/zij, y/zij] at the prime generated by uij. Again the center 
of Vij on a[X][x,, x,, x2, y, w] is (Pf, zij). 
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EXAMPLE 2.4 (The Example). Using the notation as above, 
R=R,n(f)V,)andR’=Rhn(fJ Vii). Also1=I,nR and Q=Q,nR. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let M=M,n R and M, be the center of V, on R. Then 
the set of maximals of R will be precisely {M} U (Mijl i, j E Z + }. Moreover, 
R, = R, and RjWu = Vii. 
ProoJ Suppose M is a maximal which is not in this set. Then there is an 
element r E M - M. For all but finitely many zij, r E a(3 - {zij})[x,, x,, 
x2, y, w],,,~. On this smaller ring, however, the center of Vi. is just Pr. Thus, 
(’ in all but finitely many cases, r 6? Ma r 6? M,. Let M$,..., Mj? denote 
those centers which do contain r. By the Prime Avoidance Lemma, we can 
also find s E M- Uf=, M$‘. Now consider t = y/(n:=, zij’). Noting that 
y E Mn (n Mij), z;;’ is a unit in every intersected ring except I$‘, and y/z::’ 
is a unit in V$), we see that t is an element of R contained in M and every 
M, except {MI;’ 1 I = I,..., k}. Hence r+st&MU (U Mij). This means 
(r + St)-’ E Ron (n Vij) = R. But r + st E M and so such a maximal 
cannot exist. 
The second statement rests on the trivial observation that if T, c T, c T, 
are domains such that T, is a localization of T,, then T, is also a local- 
ization of T,. Then we note that R, is a localization of QIZ][xO, x,, x2, 
y, w] and Vii is a localization of Q[P - {zij}][x,, x,, x2, uij/zij, y/zij, Wij] 
where wij = w/z, when i is odd and wij = w when i is even. 
LEMMA 2.6. R’[(z,;‘/i,jE Z’}] =R;. 
ProoJ Obviously R’[{z,;‘(i,jE Z’}] c RA. Conversely, suppose t E RI. 
For almost all zij, t E Q(P - (zij})( x0, x, , x2, y, w). Since the center of Vii 
on Q(P - (zij})[x,, XI, x27 Y3 w] is PF, we have t E RL c R,i* t E Vii’. 
Thus, t E V, for all but finitely many Vij and so there exists s, a finite 
product of zij)s, with st E (J V, and so st E R ‘. 
LEMMA 2.1. R’ is a flat R-algebra which has Q’ = QR’ as one of its 
maximal ideals. 
ProoJ As before, to show R’ is flat, we need only show R’ d R, 3 
PR’=R’.IfP~M,P=MijforsomeMijandR,=Vij~R’.IfPcM,then 
R, = VLM)mw = &)mo, which will contain RA unless 9 f3 R c P. Hence, 
showing (9n R) R’ = R’ will complete the proof that R’ is flat. As 
.PnR+z,R=R, it suffices to show (.PnR)R’[(z,‘Ii,jEZ’}]= 
R’[(zij’li,jE Z’}], i.e:, (<P n R) R; = R;. Since (9 n R) R, = %8, this is 
just Lemma 2.2(iii). 
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Since .Y n R c h4, MR’ = RI. As 9 n R d Q, there is a unique prime Q 
of R’, necessarily maximal, which contracts to Q. As QR’ is Q-primary, we 
get QR’=QR6nR’=QR,nRt=g. 
THEOREM 2.8. Q’ is an N-prime of IR’ but Q is not an N-prime of I. 
Proof. Note yRo, yRh, yVij are all height one prime ideals. Thus, being 
locally prime, Z= yR and I’ = yR’ are both intersections of height one 
primes. This yields z(R/Z) = (lJ Mii) U (yR, n R) and z(R’/IR’) = 
(UMijR’)u (yR;T\R’). 
First show Q’ is an N-prime of ZR’. As it is maximal, we need only show 
Q’cz(R’/ZR’). Suppose sE Q’=Qh n R’. By Proposition 2.3(v), sE Pf for 
some i. Choose j E Z + so that s E Q(B - {zij})(x,, xi, x2, y, w). Then 
consider T= O&,3’ - {zij))[ x,,, x,, x2, y, wlpf. Clearly s E T c V,. In fact, 
the center of V, on T is precisely the maximal ideal (Pin T) T. Thus 
sEP[*sEMijcz(R’/ZR’). 
Next we show Q is not an N-prime of I. Suppose S is a multiplicative set 
in R so that QR, is maximal. Clearly z(R,/ZR,) = { lJ M,R, IM,R, # R,} U 
(yR, n R) R,. So it is enough to find an element  E Q such that t @ yR, 
and t E M,=s MijR, = R, in order to complete the proof. Since QR, is 
maximal, there exists an element r E M n S. By Proposition 2.3 (iii), we may 
find an element * E Q, such that t* & UrdPiPi. For all but finitely many 
choices of zij, r, t* E a(-,% - {zij})[ 
the center of V, on a(3 - (ziji)[ 
x0, x,, x2, y, W]~C Vii. Moreover, since 
x,,, x,, x2, y, w]@ is just Pf, for these I’,!, 
t* Vii # Vij * t* E Pi ti r E Pi 3 M,R, = R,. Clearly t * @ yR, or else it 
would be in all P/s; of course t* E R,. Thus, except for a finite set of Vii’s 
we have ignored, t* has the desired properties. It may, however, not be in 
every Vii (and so be outside R) and be in M, for finitely many M, such that 
M,R, #R,. Multiplying t* by a finite product of elements of the form z$, 
e E Z, will correct its “bad values” and produce the desired t E Q. 
Remark. (This nice observation concerning a related question is due to 
the referee.) In [6], Richman considered the situation B’ a flat B-algebra, 
B c B’ c quotient field B in some detail. In trying to determine whether B’ 
was necessarily a (possibly translinite) succession of simple flat extensions, 
he offered the following conjecture: If B # B’, does there exist an element 
x/y E B’ - B such that the ideal (x, y) is invertible [ 6, p. 798]? 
The ring B = c IX,, X, y &lcx,,x,,x,, /(f) discussed earlier provides a coun- 
terexample. It is a local, affine two-dimensional normal ring which has a 
ht. 1 prime 3 which is not the radical of a principal ideal. Thus, 
B’=n Pht. ,,PtY B, is flat but cannot contain the inverse of any non-units of 
B. If (x, y) is invertible, it is principal (B is local) and so (x, y) = (x) or (y). 
if x/y@B, then (x,y)#(y) and so y=gx, g-‘&B. So g-‘=x/y@B’ 
either and no x/y can have all the required properties. 
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